
Summary
MySQL continues to serve as the backbone for a wide variety of data-driven, cloud-
hosted web services spanning business infrastructure, financial transactions, retail, 
travel, customer management, and gaming to name just a few. As more services are 
provided to a growing global customer base, and as data durability, availability, and 
response-time SLAs become more business-critical, MySQL is stressed beyond its 
original design goals. Scaling MySQL with persistent memory is one way to address 
these challenges.

Challenge
MySQL has long been a core component of cloud software infrastructure. A wide 
range of cloud applications, middleware, and administrative tools depend on MySQL, 
meaning data center managers must find a way to scale MySQL as demand grows. 

Unlike cloud-native databases that were explicitly intended for cloud architectures 
and in-memory computing, MySQL was originally designed as a disk-based 
database for traditional scale-up instances. Adapting MySQL to cloud architectures 
and to meet the low-latency query and transaction SLAs required by today’s 
global-scale cloud services is stressing the cloud infrastructure and increasing 
hardware costs. Solutions that provide consistent low-latency queries and 
transactions typically require vertical, horizontal, or hybrid scaling. Vertical 
scaling, or scale-up, moves each MySQL instance to a larger server instance with 
higher DRAM capacity and more CPU resources, if available. Horizontal scaling, or 
scale-out, adds more MySQL instances to the environment, each of which require 
dedicated CPU, DRAM, and storage resources. Sharding is a scale-out approach 
in which database tables are partitioned, and each partition is put on a separate 
MySQL instance. Hybrid scaling combines the vertical and horizontal approaches. 
Proxy and query caching layers can deliver fast results for frequent queries to 
alleviate pressure on the MySQL instances. Each approach requires more physical 
server resources, which increases the overall cost of ownership (TCO).

In addition to capacity and performance scaling, business-critical services using 
MySQL require increasingly stringent SLAs. For example, credit card transactions 
need to be checked for fraud and approved in milliseconds to ensure efficient 
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sales for the vendor and end customer. E-Commerce 
sites that build web pages dynamically with real-time 
recommendation engines and in-stock product quantities 
need to render and return the web page to the user as 
quickly as possible to avoid lost sales.

Solution
Delivered with 2nd Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable 
processors, Intel® Optane™ persistent memory modules break 
the SSD performance barrier. Intel Optane persistent memory 
is a silicon solution that has performance and endurance 
characteristics similar to DRAM but stores data persistently 
like NAND SSDs. Data can be accessed using byte-addressable 
or block methods. Intel Optane persistent memory modules 
are available in 128 GB, 256 GB, and 512 GB capacities, 
enabling per-server memory capacities up to 3 TB per CPU 
socket, not including DRAM. 

Intel Optane persistent memory is designed to meet data 
center reliability and memory endurance requirements 
and enable solutions with higher performance, endurance, 
and availability with lower cost than possible with existing 
solutions. Figure 1 shows the relative hardware and software 
overheads for different storage devices—a NAND SSD, an 
Intel Optane SSD, and Intel Optane persistent memory. 

Intel Optane persistent memory significantly reduces the 
latency to data access because it does not require the same 
file system, device driver, and bus protocols needed to 
access disk-based storage. Intel Optane persistent memory 
attaches directly to the CPU via the memory bus and can be 
directly accessed from the user space without the need for 
a device driver, system calls, interrupts, or context switches. 
Applications have the option to fully bypass the operating 
system and directly access the data on Intel Optane persistent 

memory with App Direct Mode and a Direct Access (DAX) 
option within the file systems (see Figure 2). DAX-capable 
file systems are available in Microsoft Windows and Linux 
operating systems.

Scaling MySQL Today
Current versions of MySQL on servers with Intel Optane 
persistent memory shipping today from leading vendors 
provide immediate performance scaling and cost benefits due 
to the short code path with no I/O wait time. These include:

• Up to 5x improvement in 99 percent guaranteed query 
and transaction latency response time compared with 
enterprise NVMe NAND SSDs.1 For the growing number of 
business-critical cloud services such as fraud detection 
and targeted content that demand guaranteed low access 
latencies, Intel Optane persistent memory enables MySQL 
to scale to up to 5x the number of users per server.

• Up to 2 .9x more transactions per second compared with 
enterprise NVMe NAND SSDs.1 For transaction-oriented 
services such as retail and order processing, that means 
over twice the number of clients per server.

• Up to 50 percent reduction in CPU utilization by 
eliminating storage I/O wait time, enabling more queries 
and transactions per second than can be achieved with 
NVMe NAND SSDs.1

• Reduced DRAM cost by eliminating the requirement to 
cache data in volatile memory.1 The performance overhead 
for the database to maintain the in-memory data cache is 
higher than retrieving data directly from persistent memory. 
Depending on the storage engine, disabling in-memory data 
caching can deliver higher read performance.

Figure 2 . Persistent memory-aware file systems in Linux and 
Windows allow applications to directly access data from the user 
space and bypass the kernel, while unmodified applications can 
continue to use the standard file API and I/O stack.
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Figure 1 . Intel® Optane™ persistent memory modules can be 
accessed directly from the CPU via the memory bus.
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Ongoing Innovation
Now that servers with Intel Optane persistent memory 
are widely available, MySQL developers are creating new 
releases that will add persistent memory features. Future 
MySQL storage engines enabled for App Direct Mode can 
use the shortest possible path to data, leading to significant 
performance improvements from the following enhancements:

• A reduction in the requirement of DRAM-based caches 
used by current MySQL storage engines to hide the penalty 
of going to SSD storage. 

• Write performance could be significantly improved by 
eliminating double-write buffers since the data would be 
committed in-place on Intel Optane persistent memory. 

• Data replication using Remote Direct Memory Access 
(RDMA) rather than current methods could considerably 
decrease replication times on cloud infrastructures.

Since Intel Optane persistent memory is directly accessible 
as memory, the data is also directly accessible through RDMA 
protocols over existing  Ethernet infrastructures, a capability 
not possible with current disk-based storage. As shown in 
Figure 3, Remote Persistent Memory (RPMEM) allows MySQL to 
commit data updates both locally and directly to Intel Optane 
persistent memory on alternate compute nodes faster than 
typical SSD-based alternates. This helps enable levels of 
performance, availability, consistency, and durability that were 
not possible before Intel Optane persistent memory.

Data center managers can expect future versions of MySQL 
that use Intel Optane persistent memory to have increased 
performance or deliver comparable performance with fewer 
hardware requirements. Improving both availability and data 
consistency can leverage Intel Optane persistent memory’s 
ability to retain data across power failures and maintenance 
windows, delivering fast restart times.

Conclusion
As cloud-hosted services continue to require more data that 
is accessible with low-latency SLAs, the demands on MySQL 
will continue to outpace traditional storage performance. 
Scaling MySQL with Intel Optane persistent memory, a 
byte-addressable memory technology, helps to provide the 
leap in performance and capacity scaling that data center 
managers need to keep up with this demand while controlling 
infrastructure cost.

IT managers can achieve this capacity scaling benefit by 
deploying unmodified MySQL on servers shipping today 
based on Intel Xeon Scalable processors with Intel Optane 
persistent memory. 

For more information visit intel .com/OptaneMemory.
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1 Testing performed by Intel on January 15, 2019. Server: Intel® Server System S2600WF. BIOS: Version: SE5C620.86B.0D.01.0180.110720181502.
Release Date: November 7, 2018. CPU: 2x Intel® Xeon® Platinum 8260L processor @ 2.3 GHz, 24 cores per socket, 2 threads per core. Memory: DDR4 
Dual Rank ECC 192 GB (12x 16 GB @ 2667 MHz), 1.5 TB Intel® Optane™ persistent memory (12x 128 GB @ 2666 MHz). Storage: 2x Intel® SSD P4510 
(4 TB, NVMe), 2x 480 GB P545 SSDs (boot disks), 1x 800 GB SSD (scratch space). Operating System: CentOS 7.5 (Kernel 4.17.5). Filesystem: XFS. 
Database versions: Percona Server 5.7.22 with RocksDB, Percona Server 8.0.13 with InnoDB. Test details: SysBench-TPCC — 5000 Warehouses (500 
Warehouses with 10 tables each); up to 48 Database Threads; Test Duration: ~900 seconds. Dataset sizes: The following shows the approximate on-
disk size of the datasets used for testing — MyRocks: lz4/16 KB – 90 GB, lz4/4KB – 98 GB; nocomp/16 KB – 351 GB; nocomp/4 KB – 353 GB; InnoDB: 
nocomp/16 KB – 491 GB; nocomp/4 KB – 549 GB. 

 Comparison of results for InnoDB engine with page sizes 4 KB and 16 KB. Percona Server 8.0.13/InnoDB # direct i/o, no_binlog,  
doublewrite=1 # sysbench-TPCC/5000 warehouses, 1 socket, 48 DB connections. 

 Comparison of CPU utilization for MyRocks on NVMe and persistent memory without block_cache. Percona Server 5.7.22/RocksDB # direct, 
no_binlog # sysbench-TPCC/5000 warehouses, 1 socket, 48 DB connections.

2 Testing performed by Intel on July 24, 2018. Average read latency measured at queue depth 1 during 4K random write workload measured 
using FIO 3.1. 

 Intel Optane SSD configuration: Intel® 2U Server System; OS: CentOS 7.5, kernel 4.17.6-1.el7.x86_64; Intel Microcode: 0x2000043; System 
BIOS: 00.01.0013; ME Firmware: 04.00.04.294; BMC Firmware: 1.43.91f76955; FRUSDR: 1.43. CPU: 2x Intel® Xeon® 6154 Gold processor @  
3.0 GHz (18 cores); RAM: 256 GB DDR4 @ 2666 MHz, with Intel® SSD P4600 1.6 TB NAND SSD and Intel® Optane™ SSD P4800X 375 GB. 

 Intel Optane persistent memory module configuration: Intel® 2U Server System; BIOS 561.D09, BKC version WW48.5 BKC; Linux OS 4.18.8-100.fc27; 
Spectre/Meltdown Patched (1,2,3,3a); CPU: 2x Intel® Xeon® 8280 Platinum processor; 128 GB Intel Optane persistent memory (App Direct mode); 
192 GB DDR4 (per socket) DDR 2666 MT/s. 

 Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. 
Performance varies depending on system configuration.

 Cost reduction scenarios described are intended as examples of how a given Intel-based product, in the specified circumstances and 
configurations, may affect future costs and provide cost savings. Circumstances will vary. Intel does not guarantee any costs or cost reduction.

 Intel’s compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for optimizations that are not unique to Intel 
microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the 
availability, functionality, or effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-dependent 
optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain optimizations not specific 
to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to the applicable product User and 
Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction sets covered by this notice.

 Intel, the Intel logo, Intel inside, Xeon, and Optane are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or  
other countries. 

 Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. 
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